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The Trial Court Proceedings

The complaint, filed in 1994 in the Eastern District of Missouri
under Title VII and § 1981,alleged a pattern or practice of racial
discrimination in upward mobility (promotions) and pay and
working conditions. A key point of UPS’s defense was the
decentralization of its employment decisionmaking among
more than 60 Districts, which argued against any general
policy. When the District Court nevertheless certified
nationwide classes of black Center Managers, appellate
counsel from Schnader was brought in to seek discretionary
review of this decision via a petition for mandamus to the Eighth
Circuit. (The federal rules had not yet been amended to permit
interlocutory appeals of class certification decisions.) The
petition, which we expected to be denied, accomplished its
purpose of focusing the District Court on the need for plaintiffs
to establish their claims on a nationwide basis.

Plaintiffs’ evidence consisted of statistical analyses of UPS’s
employment data by two experts (one provided by the EEOC)
claiming significant racial differences in Center Managers’
promotions and pay. UPS countered with its own experts,who
criticized those studies and performed analyses that showed 
no differential treatment when proper methodology was
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employed. Generally, when the parties present conflicting
expert reports, the case is tried to a jury. Here, on cross-
motions for summary judgment, the District Court held that
plaintiffs failed to produce adequate evidence of nationwide
discrimination and entered judgment for UPS.

The Cross-Appeals

Appellate lawyers from Schnader took the lead in analyzing and
framing the issues on appeal and in preparing the briefs with
the assistance of trial counsel. We determined that under
Eighth Circuit case law UPS could not challenge the
certification of nationwide classes on appeal unless it filed a
cross-appeal. However, our primary goal was affirmance of
the summary judgment, not decertification of the classes.
Accordingly, we filed a conditional cross-appeal that we
requested not be decided unless plaintiffs prevailed on their
appeal. This strategy gave us the opportunity to file two briefs
emphasizing UPS’s decentralized decisionmaking. The
Court’s understanding of this fact and the nationwide nature of
plaintiffs’ claims was critical to its ruling on the merits.

In addition to providing the legal bases for deferring to the
District Court’s decision, our main brief explained how UPS
made promotion and pay decisions and demonstrated that

On November 24, 2004, the Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit let stand a panel’s
affirmance of summary judgment in favor of United Parcel Service in a nationwide
employment case. The Court was persuaded that, despite the Morgan plaintiffs’ production
of expert evidence, they failed to meet their burden of establishing a pattern or practice of
classwide discrimination. Schnader’s WWiilllliiaamm HH.. BBrroowwnn,, IIIIII, a former Chairman of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, served as lead defense counsel, working closely
with St. Louis counsel. DDeeeennaa JJoo SScchhnneeiiddeerr, a partner in Schnader’s Appellate Practice
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NNeessttllee and GGiitttteell HHiilliibbrraanndd, Schnader associates and former federal appellate clerks.  

                                       



plaintiffs’ expert analyses did not account for the major factors
involved, and that when this flaw was corrected there was no
racial disparity in the treatment of Center Managers. These
points proved persuasive: after carefully analyzing the record,
the Court (Judges M. Arnold, Beam, and Melloy) affirmed the
summary judgment on the ground that plaintiffs failed to proffer
probative evidence to support a finding of a pattern or practice
of classwide discrimination.

Tracking our arguments on upward mobility, the Court relied on
plaintiffs’ own expert’s conclusion that there was no racial
disparity in Center Managers’ promotions, and held that
evidence of supposed discrimination in certain Districts
(rebutted by UPS’s expert’s analyses) and an imbalance in the
general workforce did not establish classwide discrimination.
The Court also agreed that unsigned statements by individual
class members in response to interrogatories did not show
unequal working conditions.

As to pay, the issue on which the experts disagreed most, the
Court was persuaded that plaintiffs’ statistical analyses were
not probative because they excluded variables representing
past pay,which both sides’ experts agreed explained any racial
disparity. The Court further concurred that UPS’s
decentralized decisionmaking and the lack of any other
evidence of discrimination were inconsistent with a nationwide
pattern of pay discrimination. Judge Melloy filed a short
dissent on pay, stating that whether the expert analyses should
have included past pay factors was a jury question.

The Petition for Rehearing

Plaintiffs sought rehearing on both pay and promotion. When
the Court requested UPS to respond in no more than 10 pages,
we chose to focus on the standards for rehearing, the many
undisputed facts underlying the panel decision, and the lack of
any deviation from established law. The petition for rehearing
was denied a few weeks after we submitted our response.
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